
The Hundredth Meridian 
by Chilton WUliamson, Jr. 

The Seventh Day 

The first thing you notice is the heat and 
the intensity of the light, glaring on the 
white-painted adobe walls of Mesilla 
where Indian rugs, sun-rotted and sun-
faded, hang behind deeply recessed win
dows barred with iron. Stepping out 
from the coolness of San Albino on the 
plaza after Mass into the blinding Sun
day noon had a final quality, like dying 
suddenly and seeing God face-to-face. 
The tourists outside the church watched 
from a safe distance as the congregation 
emerged, as if we were extras in an his
torical recreation or a multicultural 
pageant. Even with the tourists, the si
lence at noon was nearly as striking as the 
stillness, and the heat. Across the plaza 
the barman at the Double Eagle drew 
the first glass of beer beneath the pol
ished wood and glass overhang of the 
massive backbar, brought all the way 
from Chicago where it was once a fixture 
in the Hotel Drake. 

hi Dofia Ana the air had a perceptible 
bite from acres of ripening chili peppers. 
I found the horses shaded up in their 
stalls; they emerged reluctantly at my 
call, extending only their heads and 
necks beyond the adobe wall. Out on 
Redland Drive the neighbors' horses 
whinnied from the orchard at the end of 
the road; roosters crowed; somewhere a 
peacock screamed. In the backyard were 
catbirds, grackles, and a bobwhite quail. 
The catbirds softly cried, the grackles 
racketed, the quail bobwhited from the 
willow, fig, peach, and apricot trees. The 
house with its narrow windows shaded 
by the portal remains cavclike through
out nrost of the summer days. 

It faces east, giving a view of the Organ 
Mountains thrusting from the desert 
floor through deltoid upsweeps of grass, 
pancake pear, mesquite, and yucca. The 
mountains change, almost from one 
minute to the next, with alteration in the 
light produced by the traveling sun, and 
by atmospheric humidity. Change is 
registered in color, in density, in texture, 
and in perceived depth, the range pro
gressing daily from the single dimension 
of a theatrical backdrop through the sec
ond and third dimensions until, around 

sunset, it achieves the mystical qualities 
of a fourth—fleetingly, aided by the 
moist opacity of the evening light. Be
cause it is humid in the south-central 
deserts of New Mexico in August, which 
is the monsoon season here. 

At dawn the mountain peaks are ob
scured by cloud, the pediments shroud
ed in a bright white mist. By mid-morn
ing the clouds have lifted away from the 
mountains and vanished, the sky is blue 
overhead and very hot, and the horizon 
distant and clear. Near three o'clock or 
sooner, if sufficient moisture is being 
borne in the atmosphere, eariy thunder-
heads are building in the west. Other 
days storms amass above the eastern 
mountains and spread westward, a 
phenomenon I have never witnessed in 
Utah and Wyoming. They are discrete, 
sharply defined systems of chaos in an 
elsewhere serene field of blue sky saturat
ed with sunlight, preceded by violent 
winds and blinding clouds of red dust 
soon beaten down and muddied by the 
advancing rain, and producing fiery dis
plays of corded, muscular lightning, 
baseball-sized hail, and flash floods. Un
like summer storms in the north, the 
monsoons do not clear the air but leave it 
heavy and still at evening, impregnated 
with moisture that persists through the 
night. Monsoons ordinarily are a daily 
summertime occurrence in the upper 
Sonoran desert where they operate like 
clockwork, but this year Arizona has ex
perienced drought, while New Mexico's 
own hit-or-miss system has been mostly 
hit. 

America is the promised land for 
automobiles, not people. This is true es
pecially of American cities, and Las 
Cruces, New Mexico, is home to some 

70,000 human inhabitants now, not 
counting the vehicular population. In 
America, cars stable their humans in 
humble sheds painted brightly and deco
rated with flowers and trees, as people 
once maintained the horses that were 
the Neanderthal automobiles. Contrary 
to what James Burnham thought, cars 
are the new American elite to which even 
the bureaucratic and managerial class 
defers, as evidenced by the time and at
tention it devotes to creating a more 
abundant life for its automotive masters. 
For someone who has spent the last 20 
years in an isolated community of a cou
ple of thousand people, and whose only 
previous urban experience is of New York 
City (the automobile equivalent of feu
dal Europe), moving to a city built to au
tomotive specifications and architec
turally designed to suit the aesthetic 
tastes of automobiles is a shock. So far as 
the American city of today is unlivable, 
the automobile—not gangs, or even eth
nic politicians—is the chief culprit. 

To escape the city and the traffic, 
hoping to find a trail into the Robledo 
Mountains, I took the highway north, up 
the valley of the Rio Grande from Las 
Cruces to Hatch, an agricultural town 
that calls itself the Chili Capital of the 
World and feels as much like Old as it 
does New Mexico. Following a channel 
cutting down through tilted strata of 
weathering rock, the gray-green river 
pushes along past grassy bottoms and 
mesquite thickets, vernally fresh and 
green from the recent rains. Several 
miles south of Hatch the Border Patrol 
had set its orange cones out, diverting 
northbound traffic toward the check
point where the Mexican-American offi
cer on duty looked into the bed of the 
pickup and inquired, in a heavily accent
ed voice, if I were an American citizen. It 
occurred to me to recount for him the 
anecdote in which the Duke of Welling
ton, when asked if he is Mr. Smith, 
replies, "My good man, if you can believe 
that, you can believe anything." But 
the application was elliptical or inverted, 
and the Border Patrol deserves our sup
port and respect. In Hatch this Sunday 
morning a chili shop sold ristras and T-
shirts to the tourists, while outside the 
church the local congregation stood con-
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versing after Mass, the men uniformly 
shaded by their wide straw hats. 

Abandoning the search for a way up to 
the Robledos, I returned to town and 
drove out on Highway 70 toward San Au-
gustin Pass, in the Organ Mountains. 
East of the pass the country changes dra
matically with the wide valley stretching 
north and south between the Organs 
and the Sacramento Mountains. The 
greater part of the valley is occupied by 
the White Sands Missile Range, closed 
away from the public behind locked 
gates posted with signs reading AVISO, 
WARNING, N O PHOTOGRAPHS 
(the self-importance, combined with the 
paranoia, of the United States govern
ment). When viewed from the east the 
Organs appear almost as a different 
range, curving concavely away from the 
green valley heavily shadowed this after
noon by storm clouds lifting above the 
Sacramentos. The Trinity Site, open to 
the public, lies at the north end of the 
missile range; eastward, beyond the 
mountains, is the city of Roswell, cur
rently celebrating a half-century of noto
riety. W h a t happened in Roswell 50 
years ago—what actually was discovered 
there—is more of a mystery than sophis
ticated people wish to think. Strange 
things have been seen in New Mexico, 
and continue to be seen. Returning 
from Albuquerque to Belen some years 
ago, Jim Rauen observed an unfamiliar 
contrail across the midafternoon sky: a 
single vapor trail interrupted at intervals 
by a sequence of spaces occupied by a 
pair of vapor dots set side by side. He lat
er described what he had seen to an en
gineer of his acquaintance, who ex
plained that the trail could have been 
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produced only by a pulse engine. Jim 
was satisfied, until the man added that 
the pulse engine, existing only theoreti
cally, had not been built yet. On anoth
er occasion Jim's sister Betty, visiting 
from Chicago, was setting up her tele
scope on the portal when she and her 
brother both saw a collection of lights 
above the Manzano Mountains, like stars 
doing a kind of celestial jig. The lights 
moved vertically and horizontally, up 
and down, backwards and sideways—al
ways at terrific speed and with impossi
ble changes of direction—until, drawing 
together suddenly, they all at once shot 
away toward the southwest, followed five 
minutes later by a flight of fighter planes 
from the Air Force Base in Albuquerque 
in hot pursuit. On his way out of the 
bosque along the Rio Grande, carrying 
his gun and the birds he had shot 
that evening, a goose hunter from Los 
Chavez observed the same lights. More 
recently, a neighbor of Jim's living on 
Tierra Grande and two friends were 
amazed to see a strange triangular craft 
pass overhead, so low—it seemed to 
them—that they watched breathless, 
expecting the plane to crash into the 
mountainside. Instead, it cleared the 
10,000-foot summit easily and vanished 
from sight, causing them to revise their 
initial estimate of the craft's size, which 
must have been colossal. Wha t does the 
federal government know? AVISO. 

I recrossed the pass to the little town 
of Organ where I found a dirt road and 
followed as it skirted the mountains, 
heading south to Baylor Canyon. On the 
other side of a low rise something lay 
stretched on the gravel ahead. I stopped, 
and lifted a broom from the truck bed. 
The snake was two feet long and dusty-
looking, torpid with the late afternoon 
heat. I prodded him delicately with the 
broom; he chose to ignore me. Taking 
up a handful of light pebbles I tossed 
them underhand at him; he put his 
tongue out, but otherwise failed to react. 
I prodded harder with the broom and 
was rewarded as the snake came alive all 
over, whipping sideways into a sinuous 
striking position and sounding his dry, 
small, deadly buzz. DON'T TREAD 
ON ME. You have to admire a rat
tlesnake; he has more gumption and 
courage than the average American 
citizen. He struck and struck again at 
the broom until I felt a little guilty: a 
mouthful of bristies is an unpleasant ex
perience by anyone's standard. The rat
tler dodged sideways and slid under the 

truck, where he assumed a defensive pos
ture against the tire. Feeling like a boy 
who has tied a tin can to a dog's tail and 
repented of it, I chased him from under 
the tire between the wheels and watched 
him pile himself up in a circular pyra
mid, his black tongue flicking, his poison 
sacs bulging. I drove the truck ahead, 
and walked back for another look. Now 
he was coiled down inside himself, only 
the tip of his snout pointing above the 
thickness of the outer wrap. Assured 
that he would not be run over by the 
next passing vehicle I left him to relax, 
uncoil, and go in search of an early 
supper. 

Leaving the truck canted in the bor
row pit I walked off into the desert in the 
direction of the mountains, climbing up 
through lush desert foliage until, looking 
back, I could see the Rio Grande Trench 
far away and below and the city within it, 
spilling onto the mesa. I climbed slowly, 
admiring the light on the mountains and 
watching for snakes; preoccupied by the 
rock, earth, and cactus that drew my at
tention from the sky. Surprised by thun
der I stopped climbing and faced about 
to the west and a bolus of cloud pro
pelling itself upon the mountains, daz
zling white in its upper reaches—sharp-
edged against the blue sky—and a 
wrathful purple-black below, above the 
slanting rain. The storm came on rapid
ly, boiling higher into the sky and spread
ing farther over the desert, and as I ran I 
heard a voice cry, "Lord, it is good for me 
to be here!" I took cover between two 
boulders, close set enough for protection 
from the lightning but with space be
tween them to observe the onslaught. 
The whirling dust advanced in a rush 
and was beaten down by the rain, the 
wind shrieked and hissed, lightning 
glared in sheets across black chaos, thun
der crashed, and water torrented in the 
gullies and arroyos. 

Soaked by the warm rain I kept my 
head down and my back against the rock 
until the storm had passed behind the 
mountain barrier, emerging after the 
lightning ceased and the wind had died 
into a transformed world of light and 
shadow, sky and cloud, penetrated by 
insubstantial rock spires and arced by a 
double rainbow. It seemed an inhnitely 
high world, as if the mountains had been 
relocated, drawn up into another dimen
sion of existence, and I was hardly sur
prised to discover, staring into the murk 
below, that neither the city nor the plain 
was visible from here at all. c 
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"First rate" 
— Pat Buchanan 

"One of the most important Catholic publications since Vatican II." Michael Davies 

At one U.S. seminary, the dean discov
ered a stray Latin Mass magazine in the 
common room. He blew up, ordered it 
thrown out, and strictly warned seminar
ians: "1 never want to see this here 
again!" At another seminary, the liturgy 
professor discovered a gift subscription 
to The Latin Mass. He ordered it can
celled — and destroyed all back issues. 

In Rome, some seminarian subscribers 
insist on getting their copies in unmarked 
envelopes. 

Yet many hundreds of parish priests read 
us. Every American bishop gets a copy, 
loo. Most cardinals get their copies by 
air. And one Vatican journalist says he 
has "seen it on four or five desks" there. 

Why all the fuss? Because The Latin 
Mass brings you news and features like 
these; 

* On-the-scene report: Cardinal 
Ratzinger offers traditional Latin Mass 
at French monastery, with a hearten
ing message from the Pope 

* Why today's "traditionalists" are 
younger Catholics 

* Catholic ardsts rediscover their heri
tage. A look at the best new painting 
and sculpture 

» Respected conservative prelate on the 
mess in Rome 

* Pope Paul VI's true purpose in chang
ing the Mass — revealed by a close 
friend 

* Which bishops have allowed the Mass 
"widely and generously," as the Pope 
requested, and which haven't? 

* America's most conservative bishop 
speaks his mind 

9 "Latin Mass communities": cropping 
up in diocese after diocese, by permis
sion of bishops 

* The liturgical reform, phase twenty-
two 

* Is all that fine old Catholic statuary 
doomed to crumble and fade? Not if 
one determined restoration expert can 
help it 

« Italy's young, female Speaker of the 
House casdgates Catholic politicians 
who vote for abortion 

* Today's finest young priests tell why 
so many are moving "beyond conser
vatism" to tradition 

* Live from St. Peter's: The First Inter
national Vatican Altar-Girl Fest 

* The next pope: another surprise? What 
one Vatican observer predicts 

* Notre Dame's Ralph Mclnerny on the 
glory days of Catholic higher educa
tion 

* Changes in the Church drove them 
away. The old Mass is bringing lapsed 
Catholics back 

« St. Pius X on restoring order to the 
Church 

« Yale students and faculty — many 
/ion-Catholics — discover Gregorian 
chant 

* Were the documents of Vatican II in
fallible? Not according to Pope Paul 
VI 

* From "hippie Masses" to the traditional 
Mass — ex-radical priest's story 

* Why one bishop, a noted radical, nev
ertheless established two "Tridentine 
parishes" with only the old Mass and 
traditional catechism classes 

« Leading cardinal — key player at Vati
can 11 — calls new liturgy a betrayal 
of the Council 

fcATiN MASS 

Cardinal Ratzinger's 
Tridentine Masses 

$25.95/yr. 
Youthful voice of the 

Catholic counter-revolution 
Older Catholics will find much in our 
pages to remind thein of better days in 
the Church, since we look to the past to 
guide us. But younger Catholics fed up 
with the mess made by aging revolution
aries — and their "enablers" in Rome — 
will also hearken to this voice of Catho
lic counter-reform — produced by one 
of their own: 

* Editor and Publisher Roger McCaffrey: 
former editor of Pat Buchanan's news
letter, president of Roman Catholic 
Books, author. 

Pope John Paul's role 
Although most Catholics still don't know 
it, the Holy Father publicly supports their 
right to attend the Tridentine Mass, and 
has urged the world's bishops to make it 
available "widely and generously." He 
resurrected the traditional Latin liturgy 
in 1984 and broadened his indult in '88. 
In fact, this decision by the Pope is what 
inspired the founding of The Latin Mass 
magazine. 

I THE L ATIN I M A S S • 1331 RED CEDAR CIRCLE • 
I YES, I'd like to help THE LATIN MASS in the following way: Enc. $ 

FORT COLLINS, CO 80524 

I a As a subscriber ($2,'i.95 for four quarterly issues) Q As a Patron (S.̂ O-SIOO); tax-deductible—includes 2-year subscription). 
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Modern Scholarly Editions of Classic 
Works for Today's Readers 

GOVERNMENT BY JUDICIARY 
THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 
Second Edition 
By Raoul Berger 
Foreword by Forrest McDonald 
It is the thesis of this monumentally argued book that the United States Supreme 
Court—largely through abuses of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution—has 
embarked on "a continuing revision of the Constitution, under the guise of 
interpretation." Consequently, the Court has subverted America's democratic institutions 
and wreaked havoc upon Americans' social and political lives. 
One of the first constitutional scholars to question the rise of judicial activism in modern 
times, Raoul Berger points out that "the Supreme Court is not empowered to rewrite the 
Constitution, that in its transformation of the Fourteenth Amendment it has demonstrably done so. 
Thereby the Justices, who are virtually unaccountable, irremovable, and irreversible, have taken over 
from the people control of their own destiny, an awesome exercise of power." 
The Court has accomplished this transformation by ignoring or actually distorting the original intent of 
both the framers and supporters of the Fourteenth Amendment. In school desegregation and 
legislative reapportionment cases, for example, the Court manipulated the history, meaning, and 
purpose of the Amendment's Equal Protection Clause in order to achieve a desired political result. In 
cases involving First Amendment freedoms and the rights of the accused, the Justices converted the 
Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause into a vehicle for the nationalization of the Bill of Rights. 
Yet these actions were nothing less than "usurpations" that robbed "from the States a power that 
unmistakably was left to them." 
This new second edition includes the original text of 1977 and extensive supplementary discourses in 
which the author assesses and rebuts the responses of his critics. 
Raoul Berger, now 96, retired in 1976 as Charles Warren Senior Fellow in American Legal History at 
Harvard University. 
555 + xxiii pages. Foreword, preface to the second edition, introduction, bibliography, bibliography of 
Raoul Berger's writings, index. 
Hardcover $19.50 0-86597-143-9 
Paperback $ 9.50 0-86597-144-7 'Conceived in Liberty' 
F or a nation "conceived in liberty," the study of the ideal of a society of free and responsible 

individuals is a never-ending obligation. To encourage this deliberation. Liberty Fund—a private 
educational foundation established in 1960—makes available a wide range of outstanding books. In 
keeping with the Fund's mission, books are both beautifully produced and priced to ensure their 
availability to all serious readers. Each title explores some aspect of the interrelationship of liberty and 
responsibility in individual life, society, governance, or economics. Accordingly, our publications 
include the works of Adam Smith, David Hume, Lord Acton, Ludwig von Mises, Mobel laureates F. A. 
Hayek and James Buchanan, crucial political writings of the American founding era, and other 
landmark works in philosophy, law, social and political thought, and education. We invite you to 
request a free copy of our catalogue. 

Call 800-955-8335 
Flax 317-579-6060 

or write: 

Liberty Fuhcj We pay 
UPS shipping on 
prepaid orders. 

8335 Allison Pointe Trail, Suite 300, Dept. CI1R7, Indianapolis, IN 46250 
Explore Liberty Fund's catalogue on the World Wide Web 

at www.Libertyfund.org 
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